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Base - Informations
Base: Marina Spinut – Split; Croatia

Basemanager:

Žarko Mežan

Handy:

+385 95 8999 496

Booking: Žarko Mežan

Handy:

+385 95 8999 496

Base Address:

MIDADRIA YACHTING

Marina Spinut; Lucica 7
HR-21000 Split
Croatia
Tel/Fax :

+385 21 485 705 (office)

E-mail:

midadria.st@gmail.com

Worktime:

Office: Monday to Friday 9.00 – 16.00 hours
Base: Monday to Friday 9.00 – 16.00 hours
Saturday 8.00 - 20.00 hours
During the season only and In the case of urgency 00:00-24:00 hours
available
on handy number
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Languages spoken at the Base:

English and off course Croatian
Location:
MARINA SPINUT ( PSD SPINUT – SPLIT )
43°30,8'N 16°25,5'E

The base is situated in small yacht harbour on the NE shore of peninsula Marjan
(Bay Kastelanski zaljev). It is open all year round. The harbour is characterised
by a peacefull enviroment.
With only 22 commercial berths (from 750) and 250 boat places on land, every
Client can find his own piece of quite and enjoy in truly fragrant of sea and
pine.The reason of such refreshing air is the neighbourhood of Marjan Forest
Park, the green oasis. The park includes jogging footway, rent-a-bike,
promenades, vista points, solariums, nature paths, tennis and small football
playgrounds. A marvellous view is offered from the top of Marjan on the old and
new parts of Split and the islands of Solta, Brac, Hvar and Vis. It takes only few
minutes of pleasant walking to reach Marjan from the Marina Spinut and 20
minutes to reach the historical core of Split through the old quarter Varos. Just
behind the Marina is the beach with a clear sea watter, so the time, instead for
waiting the boat to be prepared, can be used for relaxing on the sun or in the
shadow of forest park. Your vacation by us, starts this way allready in the
harbour in the best possible way!!!
The Base Office is placed at the entrance of Marina Spinut.
Our fleet is situated on pear number 12
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Opened from-to: 12 months
berths: 750
dry berths: 250
maximum drafts: 5,2 m
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Transfer:

If the Client preferes, we can organize a transfer for his crew from
the Airport Split to the Base for the price of € 70 up to 8 persons in
mini-bus) or by the special request even for the bigger number of
persons (with a bus). In that case, the price has to be calculated upon
receiving request.
Transfer from Ferry port, Buss and railway st. to Marina can be also organized
upon request.
We can also provide a transfer to the supermarket upon the Client arrival in the
Base. In such case, the price would be € 30 (for both ways with one hour of
waiting).
(This prices are subject of change and we preserve the right to modify it in case of any
changes)

Welcoming the Guests:
The policy of our Base / Company is that, if it is possible and if the boat is clean
and technical ready, the client does not have to wait official time for check-in
(17:00 ) In this case the check-in could be done upon his arrival in the base. In
order to provide this service, it is neccessary for us to receive the info about
guests approx. arrival time in the base..
The boat´s refrigerator will be also turned on and cooled.
Provision list:
Provision list, with all terms and conditions, can be ordered throughout the agent
or directly from MIDADRIA YACHTING by mail. In that case, the ordered food
and drink will be delivered on yacht and placed in cooled refrigerator.
Extra orders:
An outboarder can be ordered in advance or rent at the spot in base for the price
in the MIDADRIA price list. The priority has the Client who ordered an outboarder
in advance. The price is 80 EUR/per week and the payment should be done in
cash, directly in the Base .
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Supermarket:
Some grocery’s shops are in Marina distant neighbourhood – open: Monday /
Sunday 08:00 – 20:00; the nearest supermarket is about 2,8km away – open:
Monday / Sunday 08:00-20:00. Transfer can be organized.
For the Clients info there is a variety of foreign supermarkets in Split and
surroundings i.e. Mercator (big shoping center in Split suburb - Solin), Kaufland,
Lidl, and domestic as Tommy, Super Konzum. In all supermarkets is a small
green market for vegetables and fruits.
Bedlinen:
Is included in price. The Client will find it allready on boat upon embarkation ( one
complement per person during the charter period). Any extra complement of
bedlinen is charged EUR 40 (for whole crew for second week). All bedlinen is
cotton made.
Mid-size towels 50x100 cm and kitchen towels are included into price.
Big beach towels 70x140 could be ordered in advance and price is 5€ per piece.
Facilities:
Toilets and showers, repair shop, 10 t crane, guarded parking lot. There is a
permanent maritime border crossing in the city port. The gas station is in front of
Marjan Hotel (in city port in the south part of Marjan peninsula).
The ATP machines could be found in every bigger supermarket, the town center,
as well as on every Island
workshop
power supply
parking ( approx. 5 EUR day )
restaurant
shower

crane
water supply
coffee bar
WC

Deposit:
Must be paid at the Base upon check-in in Cash and Credit Cards (Visa, Diners,
Amex or Cash).
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Formalities:
The Base needs:
The Clients Boardpass (Contract) with all written details about deposit and extras
if ordered in advance.
Before the Client arrival we need computery written crew list with infos like:
NAME; SURNAME; DATE, PLACE, STATE OF BIRTH; NATIONALITY;
NUMBER OF PASSPORT OR ID and COPY OF SAILING AND VHF LICENCE
Arrival time, Flight Number and Flight Line of the Client
All this informations are necessary in order to prepare the official crew list and
the yacht for the appropriate time.
Licences:
The official law says that the Client (skipper) needs to have: the original and valid
sailing licence (for sea navigation) and VHF licence. In the case that instead
skipper, some other crew member has the VHF licence, the crew list can be
made without difficulties
If the law of his country does not requests the VHF licence the Client-skipper is
obliged to pass the exam upon his arrival in the nearest harbour office. The
exams can be taken every Monday at 15:00. The price for foreign Client is 900
KN (cca. 125 EUR). Passport and 2 recently made pictures are needed.
(This prices are subject of change and we preserve the right to modify it in case of any
changes)

Hotels:
In the Marina Spinut surrounding are situated two hotels: Hotel Jadran and Hotel
Marjan (under construction right now with guarded parking place). For more
informations about hotels and hotel prices and reservation, please check the web
site: www.htz.hr. This is the official web site of Croation tourist board where could
be also found all other informations about Split and Croatia in general.
In case you are interested in private accomodation we can help you in finding it.
It shoud be announced in advance because there are no free rooms and
apartments as a last minute option.
Traffic connections:
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The train and bus station, as well as the port, are only 4,5 km from the marina.
There are regular ferry lines to Rijeka and Dubrovnik, as well as Ancona and
Pescara in Italy. The airport, 25 km from Marina Spinut, connects the entire
region with Europe and the rest of the world.
City centre is only about 20 – 30min by walk from Marina.
Same distances from port Split to:
Milna (Is. Brac)
Hvar (Is. Hvar)
Bol (Is. Brac)
Starigrad (Is. Hvar)
Vis (Is. Vis)
Komiza (Is. Vis)
Dubrovnik
Sibenik
Primosten
Zadar
Biograd (N.P. Kornati)

11 nm
23 nm
24 nm
23 nm
30 nm
36 nm
105 nm
38 nm
27 nm
72 nm
57 nm

Restaurants:
There are two excellent restaurants in the marina with a terrace and beautifull
view and ambient. The prices are middle ranged.
Bars:
If you need a short refreshment before departure or just to enyoj in your eiscream
or excellent esspresso, there is a coffee bar next to our office.
The friendly people and boat owners are allways willing to give you a hand or
information you might need.
Taxes:
visitors' tax about € 1,00 /person/day.
(This prices are subject of change and we preserve the right to modify it in case of any
changes)

The starting and returning marina (Marina Spinut Split) is free of charge.All other
marinas and official anchorages are charged on spot according to their price lists.

